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Session 5 - Five Ways To Open Your Mind - 90 minutes
Information for session 5 compiled by Yvan Rooseleer

The topics during Session Five are related to the new Cisco Networking Academy
Course Portfolio and Innovation Competences. The aim is to guide you to some new
Cisco Academy Courses about emerging technologies and their relation to other
offerings. NASC & BiASC will help you in different ways to climb the IoT stack.
Contents
-New Networking Academy Course Portfolio
-CompTIA IT Certification Roadmap
-Linux Professional Institute LPI
-Cisco DevNet Developer Network & IoT Fundamentals: Big Data & Analytics
-Oracle Academy Information Management and Java Programming
-Corning Network IQ Fiber Optic Networks
Innovation Competencies
Today we live in a world of continuous change. This is visible in societal challenges, such
as climate change, energy resources, increased rarity of certain materials and, of course,
demographic change. "Innovation competencies" are essential for graduates and
professionals to be successful in this changing and evolving environment.
More information regarding Innovation Competences:
http://biasc.be/2017/04/university-business-forum-brussels-6-and-7-april-2017.html

Cisco Academy Courses & 21st Century Skills
A large number of the new Cisco Academy Courses have the aim to open the minds of
students and make them ready to become the digital workforce of the (near) future.
The 21st Century Skills of the Global Problem Solver (see figure 1/1 below) comprise the
following
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Digital Skills
Creativity
Critical Thinking
Entrepreneurial Spirit
Social Consciousness
Teamwork Skills

Figure 1.1: Global Problem Solver
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Cisco Academy Course Portfolio
The Cisco Academy Course Portfolio has been largely expanded during the last year.
The courses can be implemented in many different learning contexts and situations.
The table below gives on overview of what students learn and how students learn and
think.

Figure 2.1: What students learn and how they learn and think

A complete list of Cisco Academy courses is presented in the table below according to the
domain and skills-level:

Table 2.2: Cisco Networking Academy Learning Portfolio

Domains: Networking - Security - IoT - OS & IT - Programming - Business, Entrepreneurship, Big
Data & Analytics - Digital Literacy
Levels: Exploratory - Foundational - Career-ready
More information about the complete Cisco Academy Portfolio
URL: http://biasc.be/2017/04/new-networking-academy-learning-portfolio.html
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CompTIA IT Certification Roadmap

CompTIA is well-known for vendor-neutral IT certifications and brings together the IT
channel in order to create an open dialogue between IT vendors and partners.
More information about CompTIA
URL: https://www.comptia.org/about-us/our-story

IT Certification Roadmap
Recently CompTIA has succeeded in aligning existing IT Vendor Certification Tracks into
one large IT Certification Roadmap. Relevant ICT Certifications are arranged and sorted
according to complexity and domain.

Figure 3.1: CompTIA IT Certification Roadmap

To view the complete CompTIA Certification Roadmap
https://drive.google.com/a/biasc.be/file/d/0Bwg5CD5a_7WuWml0UjhjZ1lwWGs/view?usp=sharing
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Domains and Degrees of Complexity
in the IT Certification Roadmap
The certification roadmap is organized like a typical underground transport map and uses
eight different domains and four levels of complexity.
Degrees of Complexity
Beginner/ Novice
Intermediate
Advanced
Expert

Domains
Network and Cloud Technologies
Hardware, Services and Infrastructure
Information Security
Storage and Data
Web and Mobile
Training
IT Management and Strategy

Table 4.1: Degrees of complexity and domains covered by the CompTIA IT Certification Roadmap

IT Vendors and Organizations
in the IT Certification Roadmap
Being a vendor-neutral organization CompTIA has been able to include most of the
relevant certification tracks that exist outside CompTIA as well. In the table below is a list of
IT Vendors listed according to the domain in which they are offering certification
programmes..
Domain

Vendors in the IT Certification Roadmap

Network and Cloud
Technologies

CompTIA, Microsoft, Linux Professional Institute, Red Hat, Suse, VMware,
Citrix, Cisco, Amazon Web Services

Hardware, Services and
Infrastructure

CompTIA, Microsoft, ITIL, Salesforce

Information Security

CompTIA, Microsoft, EU Council, Citrix, Cisco, ISACA, ISC

Storage and Data

CompTIA, Microsoft, Oracle, VMware, Cisco, HP, IBM

Web and Mobile

CompTIA, Microsoft, Cisco, VMware, Zend, Adobe

Training

CompTIA, Microsoft, Adobe

IT Management and
Strategy

CompTIA, Prince2, Scrum Alliance

Table 4.2: IT Vendors and their certification domains -- Remark: this table is not fully completed yet

New Domains - Internet of Things
Since IoT promotos a multidisciplinary approach all of the domains shown in the IT Certification Roadmap are
gaining in importance, adding to that an understanding of the principles of user experience and of business
modelling. Moreover, the Cisco DevNet Developer Network has produced new online courses for IoT and
cloud. It is to be expected that new certification tracks will come out of this evolution.
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Certifications in the IT Certification Roadmap
supported by BiASC and NASC
BiASC and NASC are constantly expanding the support for relevant IT certification tracks
for instructors and students. In the table below you find a list ICT certifications taken
from the IT Certification Roadmap. In the last column is indicated if there exists any
support by NASC & BiASC either through the Cisco Networking Academy Programme*, or
through other programmes as indicated.
Certification

IT Vendor

Online Course
Networking Academy*

Support from
BiASC & NASC

A+

CompTIA

IT Essentials*

Yes

Network+

CompTIA

Networking Essentials*

Yes

CCENT
ICND1

Cisco Systems

CCNA 1 - Intro to Networks*
CCNA 2 - Routing & Swithcing Essentials*

Yes

ICND2
CCNA

Cisco Systems

CCNA 3 - Scaling Networks*
CCNA 4 - Connecting Networks*

Yes

CCNA Security

Cisco Systems

CCNA Security*

Yes

CCNP

Cisco Systems

CCNP ROUTE*
CCNP SWITCH*
CCNP TROUBLESHOOT*

Yes

Linux Essentials

Linux Professional
Institute

Linux Essentials* (NDG)

Yes

MTA

Microsoft

Microsoft

No

LPIC I

Linux Professional
Institute

NDG Linux I* (NDG)

Yes

LPIC II

Linux Professional
Institute

NDG Linux II* (NDG)

Yes

OCAJ

Oracle

Oracle Certified Associate Java SE

Y

OCA

Oracle

Oracle Certified Associate

Y

OCPJP

Oracle

Oracle Certified Professional Java SE
Programmer

Y

VCA

VMware

VCA: VMware Certified Associate

Y

VCP

VMware

VCP: VMware Certified Professional

Y

Table 5.1: IT Certication Tracks supported by Netacad, BiASC or NASC -- Remark: this table is not fully completed yet

“Cisco Networking Academy Accredited Networking Instructors” trained by the NASC & BiASC Instructor
Training Centers do not need official certification. Accreditation is sufficient to be allowed to teach
career-ready Networking Academy Courses.
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Linux Professional Institute LPI

NASC & BiASC are representatives of Linux Professional Institute for the Benelux Area.
The purpose of Linux Professional Institute (LPI) is to enable economic and creative
opportunities for everybody by making open source knowledge and skills certification
universally accessible.
More information about Linux Professional Institute
URL: http://www.lpi.org/about-lpi/our-purpose

Linux Professional Institute provides certification tracks independent of Linux distributions

Linux is everywhere and therefore the need arise for more people to gain a practical
understanding. In the new Networking Academy courses IoT Fundamentals and
Connecting Things students will do hands-on exercises with Linux-based systems like the
Raspberry Pi.

Dutch translations of LPI Essentials Exam
---> Breakout Session with Marco Verleun

NDG Linux Courses available in Netacad/ Netspace
-Linux Unhatched
-Linux Essentials
-LPIC I
-LPIC II
Advantages
-Blended Learning
-Integrated Virtual Machine (no installation hassle)
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Linux Virtual Machine
The Linux courses created by NDG have been made available within the Networking
Academy learning platform Netspace.
No installation of a Linux OS is necessary. NDG provides an excellent Linux Virtual Machine
inside the course itself. You are able to view the Linux Virtual Machine in the figure
below.

Figure 7.1: Linux Virtual Machine available within the NDG online Linux training courses
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NDG Linux Unhatched

Figure 8.1: Linux courses by NDG are offered via the Networking Academy platform

This is a new short Linux course for beginners available in the Cisco Networking Academy
learning platform (Netspace).
The NDG Linux Unhatched exposes new learners to the basics of Linux software installation
and configuration, and introduces the Linux command line in a short self-paced course.
Aligned to the Linux exam objectives found on the CompTIA A+ certification, learners
develop basic Linux knowledge and whet appetite to further build Linux expertise by
continuing with either NDG Linux Essentials or NDG Linux I.
Learn how Linux is everywhere, from wrist watches to rocket ships, along with the growing career
opportunities requiring Linux skills.
Learn the basics of the Linux Command Line Interface (CLI).
Apply Linux virtual machine knowledge step-by-step with hands-on lab activities.

-> Self-Paced ---> 8 hours time to complete
More details about NDG Linux Unhatched
URL: https://www.netacad.com/courses/ndg-linux-unhatched/
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NDG Linux Essentials
This Linux course is available in the Cisco Networking Academy learning platform
(Netspace).

NDG Linux Essentials is designed for learners who are beginning to build Linux knowledge
for a career in IT. You can take the course online, at your own pace, for free. Or, to take
the course from an instructor, go to find an academy.
-Learn basic open source concepts.
-Understand how Linux is used and the basics of the command line.
-Apply skills using Linux virtual machine with step-by-step and hands-on lab activities.
-Build foundational knowledge for progressively mastering Linux commands.

Time to complete: 70 hours
More information about NDG Linux Essentials
Linux Essentials URL: https://www.netacad.com/courses/ndg-linux-essentials/
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NDG Linux I + NDG Linux II
These Linux courses are available in the Cisco Networking Academy learning platform
(Netspace).

NDG Linux I & II is a 2-course series for aspiring Linux system administrators.
NDG Linux I prepares for certification Exam 101 and covers: system architecture, Linux
installation and package management, GNU and UNIX commands, devices, Linux file
systems, and file system hierarchy standards.
Time to complete: 70 hours
NDG Linux II prepares for certification Exam 102 and covers: shells, scripting and data
management, interfaces and desktops, administrative tasks, essential system services,
networking fundamentals, and security.
Time to complete: 70 hours
Develop a working knowledge of the Linux command line.
Study with an instructor in the classroom or at your own pace. Access expert content online anytime.
Get immediate feedback on your knowledge through built-in quizzes and tests.

=> Fee: $39.95 per course
More information about NDG Linux I & II
URL: https://www.netacad.com/courses/ndg-linux-1-and-2/
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Cisco DevNet Developer Network (new)

BiASC and NASC became acquainted with DevNet during the latest CiscoLive Netacad Day
in Berlin.
DevNet is a Cisco developer network to learn and build solutions for IoT, collaboration,
and much more. After finishing Iot Fundamentals and the Connecting Things courses you
might be interested to learn more about IoT. DevNet offers nine relevant learning paths
depending on your domain of interest: IoT, Cloud, Networking, Data Center, Security,
Analytics & Automation, Open Source, Collaboration, Mobility.

Figure 11.1: DevNet Learning Paths

DevNet Tracks (learning to use DevNet)
DevNet Tracks is a Guided Learning Platform for Cisco Technology it provides you with a
guided path to learn selected Cisco technologies. Based on DevNet Learning Labs, a track
is made up of modules, which in turn are composed of learning labs. Some modules also
focus on general knowledge in programming, networking, or other topics.

DevNet Learning Labs URL: https://learninglabs.cisco.com/tracks
How to register?
Sign up for a DevNet account at https://developer.cisco.com/site/netacad/
More information
More information for beginners and advanced users is available on the DevNet Website
URL: http://developer.cisco.com

TIP
To understand DevNet better it is advisable to study the Netacad IoT Fundamentals &
Connecting Things Course
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DevNet Sample Course A - IoT Data Connect
The IoT Data Connect DevNet Course provides a step-by-step walkthrough on setting up
your account, adding your first gateways and assets, and visualizing the data from your
assets on a customizable dashboard
-1- Set up your account and first devices
-2- Claim a gateway for your organization
-3- Associate an asset to your gateway

(eg. Raspberry Pi sending data over the MQTT protocol)

-4- Install a Fog application

(e.g. Raspberry Pi Sense Hat sample app)

-5- Build a sample asset that generates sensor data
(and connect it to an IoT Data Connect-ready gateway)
-6- Add this data source to a Freeboard dashboard
-7- Connect to a Freeboard dashboard (& configure)
(Freeboard is a free, open-source dashboard for visualizing real-time IoT data)

Software & Accounts
This lab can be completed from any platform with a Chrome web browser installed on
your computer. You will also need an IoT Data Connect account with a device connected
that outputs data in the MQTT protocol, and a web server to host Freeboard.
Equipment necessary for IoT Data Connect
Cisco IR809 or IR829 gateways to be installed in your network
The 829 Industrial Integrated Services Routers (IR829) have a compact form factor, integrated 9-32 VDC power
input, multimode 3G and 4G LTE wireless WAN (single LTE and dual active LTE models), IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n
WLAN, Ethernet (RJ45 and SFP) and Serial connections. The IR829 also extends the connectivity to include
low-power wide-area (LPWA) access using Cisco Interface Module for LoRaWANTM. With it, you can rapidly
deploy a wide variety of Internet of Things (IoT) solutions, including fleet management, mass transit, and
remote asset monitoring. The IR829 brings together enterprise-grade wireline-like services such as quality of
service (QoS), Cisco advanced VPN technologies (DMVPN and Flex VPN) and multi-VRF for WAN, highly secure
data, voice, and video communications and Cisco IOx, an open, extensible environment for hosting
applications at the network edge.

Figure 12.1 Cisco 829 Industrial Integrated Services Router with 4G LTE (Single LTE or Dual Active LTE) and Dual
802.11 a/b/g/n (2.4 GHz/5 GHz WiFi) Radios

More Information
Cisco 829 Industrial Integrated Services Routers Data Sheet
URL:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/collateral/routers/829-industrial-router/datasheet-c78-734981.ht
ml
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DevNet Sample Course B - DevNet Beginner (BETA)
The DevNet Beginner Course is a practical course to learn coding with Python (along with
Network Programmability and Collaboration technologies)
Overview & DevNet Resources Beginner
-1- Overview of DevNet
-2- How to Join the DevNet Community
-3- Create Account
-4- Explore the documents, downloads, learnings, videos for one of the APIs
(e.g. APIC Enterprise Module APIC-EM)

-5- Explore other tracks and Sandbox Labs
-6- DevNet Support
DevNet Developer Sandbox
Whether you want to be a coder yourself or work on the IT operation/DevOps side of the
business, you'll either be working with code, or working with coders. Either way, you need
to know about code. DevNet provides live sample code on GitHub to help you get started
with Cisco APIs, and development lab environments called "Sandboxes" for integrating and
testing code with live, hosted infrastructure.

DevNet Beginner Learning Track/ Complete List of Course Modules
Each module within this track contains labs that provide a detailed explanation of the
technology along with steps showing how to get started with the technology.
●

Overview & DevNet Resources Beginner
Describes DevNet features along with how to join

●

Intro to Coding Fundamentals & REST APIs
Python scripts and how to run them
Python Syntax, Scope, Variables, Operators and Simple Conditional Statements
Python Operators and Conditional Statements
Python Data Types
Python Loops
Python Functions
Parsing JSON name-value pairs with Python

●

●
●

Spark for Beginners
Teaches you how to work with the Cisco Spark API, which includes use cases and a business overview.
You’ll also be able to create your first Chat bot by the end of this module

Tropo for Beginners

Teaches you how to work with the Tropo API. Create applications that interact with Voice and SMS

Network Programmability

Learn how to control your networks using APIs and programming

●

Security
An overview on different tools and technologies to help secure your networks

●

IoT Internet of Things
Learn to use devices to make things happen
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IoT Fundamentals: Big Data & Analytics
The Big Data & Analytics course is a part of the IoT Fundamentals 2.0 curriculum, which
again is part of the Cisco Networking Academy Portfolio. The course requires 50 hours of
work and can be studied in its own right by students who want to become a data scientist, or
it can be taken after the Connecting Things course

Figure 14.1: Big Data course overview and features

Big Data & Analytics Course Rationale
The interconnection of previously unconnected devices to the internet and the analysis
of the data they generate are having a disruptive and transformational effect on every
industry around the world.
This newly digitized world generates an increasing amount of data that can be mined to
gain insights or automate smart behaviors. The exponential growth of data is increasing the
demand for professionals with the skills to work on this ocean of data. IoT, Big Data and
analytics are the prominent driver of what is becoming known as the Fourth Industrial
Revolution.
Perhaps even more importantly, these technologies can be applied to tackle global social
problems in many areas such as optimizing our global energy usage, monitoring the
environment for natural disasters, improving our health and well-being, and personalizing
education.
14

Figure 15.1: Big Data Course Outline

IoT Fundamentals curriculum
The complete IoT Fundamentals 2.0 curriculum consists of 3 courses: Connecting Things,
Big Data & Analytics and the Hackathon Playbook. The courses can be used in many
different learning scenarios. The two recommended combinations are:
● Connect the Unconnected path starts with the course Connecting Things and
culminates with the Hackathon Playbook course.
● Connections into Insights path starts with Connecting Things, progress with Big
Data & Analytics and then culminate with the Hackathon Playbook.

Table 15.2: Relation between the courses in the IOT Fundamentals 2.0 Curriculum
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IoT Fundamentals Recommended Pathways
The complete IoT Fundamentals curriculum takes about 120 hours of work. Educational
organizations are able to choose the implementation that best fits student needs

Figure 16.1: Recommended pathays for IoT Fundamentals

More information about IoT Fundamentals 2.0
The Cisco Networking Academy's IoT Fundamentals curriculum provides students with a comprehensive understanding of the
Internet of Things (IoT). It develops foundational skills using hands-on lab activities that stimulate the students in applying
creative problem-solving and rapid prototyping in the interdisciplinary domain of electronics, networking, security, data
analytics, and business. The student-centric approach translates into the student being able to ideate, design, prototype and
present an IoT solution for an identified business or society need.
URL: https://www.netacad.com/group/resources/iot-fundamentals/2.0
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Oracle Academy
Information Management and Java programming
At the beginning of 2017 NASC and BiASC signed an agreement with the Oracle Benelux
management to serve as a go-between between the global IT Vendor and educational
institutions. NASC ans BiASC will be supporting Oracle Academy in the Benelux area. The
Oracle Academy courses have an importance in their own right, and also complement the
IoT Fundamentals course offerings of Cisco Networking Academy.
Data, Information, Big Data & Data Analytics are becoming ever more widespread in the
professional domain of ICT. Oracle has been a leader in information management for more
than 40 years.
Here are the main courses BIASC and NASC will be supporting:
Datamodelling, Database Design & Programming; SQL; PLSQL
Java Programming; Greenfoot Workshop; Alice Workshop

Table 17.1: Oracle Academy Courses Portfolio

More information about Oracle Academy Courses
URL:
http://ilearningcontent.oracle.com/content/public/oracle_acad/ACADEMY_COURSE_RESOURCES/TRAINING
OUTLINES/interaction_html5.html?lms=1
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Oracle Academy Offerings
Students engage in hands-on learning and develop skills in Java Programming, Database
Design, SQL and/or PL/SQL along with career skills such as problem solving, collaboration,
and critical thinking.

Java Fundamentals

This course of study engages students with little or no programming experience. Students
are introduced to object-oriented concepts, terminology, and syntax, and the steps required
to create basic Java programs using hands-on, engaging activities. Students will learn to
program 3-D animations, develop 2-D games and create Java applications.
Recommended total course time: 90 hours (normally 1 semester)
Course details
URL: https://academy.oracle.com/en/solutions-curriculum-full.html#javafund

Java Programming

This course of study builds on the skills gained by students in Java Fundamentals and helps
to advance Java programming skills. Students will design object-oriented applications with
Java and will create Java programs using hands-on, engaging activities.
Recommended total course time: 90 hours (normally 1 semester)
Course details
URL: https://academy.oracle.com/en/solutions-curriculum-full.html#javaprog
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Greenfoot - Interactive Visual World

Figure 19.1 Greenfoot Visual Interface

Greenfoot teaches object orientation with Java. Create 'actors' which live in 'worlds' to
build games, simulations, and other graphical programs.
Greenfoot is visual and interactive. Visualisation and interaction tools are built into the
environment.
The actors are programmed in standard textual Java code, providing a combination of
programming experience in a traditional text-based language with visual execution.
More information about Greenfoot
URL: https://www.greenfoot.org/overview

Alice - 3D Programming Environment
3D programming environment that makes it easy to create an animation for telling a
story, playing an interactive game, or a video to share on the web
Freely available teaching tool designed to be a student's first exposure to object-oriented
programming
Allows students to learn fundamental programming concepts in the context of creating
animated movies and simple video games
Students drag and drop graphic tiles to create a program, where the instructions
correspond to standard statements in a production oriented programming language, such
as Java, C++, and C#. By manipulating the objects in their virtual world, students gain
experience with all the programming constructs typically taught in an introductory
programming course.
More information about Alice
URL: http://www.alice.org/index.php?page=what_is_alice/what_is_alice
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Oracle Application Express – Application Development Foundations

This course of study introduces students to the techniques and tools required to develop
database driven web applications. The course teaches students how to design, develop,
and deploy beautiful, responsive, database-driven web applications using Oracle
Application Express. Oracle Application Express is utilized to provide practical, hands-on,
engaging activities.
Recommended total course time: 90 hours (normally 1 semester)
Course details
URL: https://academy.oracle.com/en/solutions-curriculum-full.html#apexdevfound

Database Design and Programming with SQL

This course of study teaches students to analyze complex business scenarios, design and
create data models, and create databases using SQL. Oracle SQL Developer Data Modeler
and Application Express (APEX) are utilized to provide practical, hands-on, engaging
activities. Leveraging project-based learning techniques, students will create and work
with projects which challenge them to design, implement, and demonstrate a database
solution for a business or organization.
Recommended total course time: 180 hours (normally 2 semesters)
Course details
URL: https://academy.oracle.com/en/solutions-curriculum-full.html#datasql
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Advantages for Oracle Academies
The following are offered to educational institutions who join Oracle Academy
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Oracle Academy self-study courses in Alice and Greenfoot, educational Java
development environments
Workshops in a Box for Alice and Greenfoot, which provide everything you need to
introduce students to object-oriented programming in workshop or extracurricular
environments
Software licenses for your personal learning use, via the Oracle Technology
Network
Data Science Bootcamps, video-based lecture series to introduce and provide hands
on practice with data science and Big Data in the context of real-world problems
Oracle Academy Ask the Oracle Experts interactive webcast series on a variety of
technology-related topics
Licenses for Oracle software for use in teaching and not-for-profit course- or
degree-related research
Standards-aligned academic curriculum in Java, database design, and SQL and
PL/SQL programming
Professional development opportunities to help you teach Oracle Academy
curriculum
Discounts on Oracle University courses, Oracle industry certification exams and
preparation materials and Oracle Press Books for you and your students

About Oracle Academy

As Oracle’s flagship philanthropic educational program, Oracle Academy advances
computer science education globally to drive knowledge, innovation, skills
development, and diversity in technology fields, offering a free and complete portfolio
of software, curriculum, hosted technology, faculty trainings, support, and certification
resources. Supporting more than 3.1 million students annually in 110 countries, the
program works with public and private partners to provide the tools educators need to
engage, inspire and prepare students to become innovators and leaders of the future.
Through Oracle Academy, students receive hands-on experience with the latest
technologies, helping to make them college and career ready in the era of big data,
cloud computing, the Internet of Things, and beyond.
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Corning Network IQ Fiber Optic Networks

Figure 22.1: Corning Network IQ Instructor Training

In cooperation with Corning NASC and BiASC are offering a professional training
programme about fiber optic networks.
During the course you will learn:
●
●
●
●

How
How
How
How

to
to
to
to

design a fiber solution for a school campus with multiple buildings
select the correct type of cable and connectors
make a fiber optic cable run with correct connectors
measure the quality of a fibre end-to-end connection

More information about Corning Network IQ : http://biasc.be/corning-iq/
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